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COLLISION - DARDANELLES - SPEEDING - CROSS LIABILITIES
This action arises out of a collision on the 29th January 1998 in the Dardanelles, between Our 
clients the Norwegian vessel Siboeva, owned by the claimants, and the Cypriot vessel Vitastar, 
owned by the defendants and represented by Richards Butler.

Siboeva is a motor vessel of a 45,593 tonnes gross, some 246.9 metres in length and 32.3 metres in 
beam and powered by diesel engines of 10,901 bhp. At the time of the collision, she was in the 
course of a voyage from Constanza to Suez in ballast.
 
Vitastar is a motor vessel of 37,700 tonnes gross, some 228.6 metres in length and 32.2 metres in 
beam and powered by diesel engines of 17,100 bhp. At the time of the collision, she was in the 
course of a voyage from China to Constanza laden with 65,616 tonnes of coal.
 
It follows that Siboeva was proceeding southwards through the Dardanelles and Vitastar 
northwards. There is a traffic separation scheme in the Dardanelles. Given that Siboeva was under 
Pilotage, was equipped with a course recorder and an engine logger, it might be anticipated that 
there would be little issue as to the primary facts. However, whilst it became common ground that 
the collision occurred in the southbound lane, there remain substantial issues between the parties, in 
particular as to whether Siboeva had earlier entered her wrong water or had at least trespassed in the 
separation zone.

It was always our clients case that the defendants vessel was not going fast enough; being fully 
laden and against the current she had failed to make the turn at Nara Point and drifted into our 
separation zone in front of our vessel.  Notwithstanding that our vessel was under pilotage the pilot 
although setting the engine revs to comply with the waterways recommended speed limit the 
favorable current took the vessel slightly over that limit.  Although we felt that the Claimant’s 
responsibility for the collision would not exceed one quarter nevertheless taking into consideration 
potential measurement error in the Court, we offered a one third/two thirds division of liability. This 
was rejected by Richards Bulter who countered 60/40 in their favour! 



The matter went to trial before Mr. Justice David Steel with all the associated costs of trial.   In his 
judgment the apportionment was held as follows:

 “In my judgment, the situation of danger in this case was occasioned by Vitastar in failing to 
make anything other than the most ineffectual attempt to round the bend at Nara Point and 
thereby presenting a serious and unexpected hazard to Siboeva.  Siboeva was also to blame 
for a somewhat excessive speed and, more significantly, a failure to keep further to starboard 
in her lane. A fair apportionment is one quarter: three quarters in favour of Siboeva”.

Following judgment the defendants were ordered to pay our costs on an indemnity basis as they had 
failed to accept our earlier offer and thus caused the necessity for our client to go to Admiralty 
Court.
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